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B e f o r e  I  c o u l d  r e a d  o r  w r I t e ,  my mother wore a 

dress that covered her body in quotation marks. from my 

position of privilege, riding on her hip, I studied these marks 

as shapes, transfixed by the swollen body swooping around 

to a sharp tail, the simple alternation of the colors, black and 

brown on a white linen background, trying to parse the pat-

tern in their arrangement. It became one of my favorite shapes 

to draw, showing up as nostrils in the endless horse drawings 

my best friend lynn and I exchanged in fourth grade, paired 

and unpaired in margins of school notebooks, or on fragments 

of paper I absently filled with ink marks during phone calls. I 

drew them with a full roundness arcing to points of various 

lengths, never a straight line or even a simple curved line. In 

one drawing, fat quotation marks float at the ends of the twin 

filaments of fallopian tubes. 

Poems, conversation, punctuation—Genine Lentine’s 
mother was a lover of language. Yet as she lay dying she 
saw its limits. “If you want to feel my presence,” she told her 
daughter, “just let yourself be really quiet.”
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I imagine my mother’s ovaries as quotation 

marks, both generating and setting off the seven 

phrases her uterus would form: Jimmy, Gina, Joey, 

Johnny, Geri, Genine, and Jeffrey. In a photo, now 

lost, I am four years old, wrapped tight around her 

right hip, a light pressure from my thighs and the 

certain curves of her arms holding me firmly, calmly 

in place. My knee points to her left ovary, marking 

the exact spot on her body that would, twenty-five 

years later, set in motion the fierce undoing of her 

body’s processes, when that ovary would make itself 

known, its cells’ code gone bad. the cells would 

multiply with a monstrous irregularity, a mutation 

disabling the switch that tells healthy cells when 

to die, or at least, to rest. too late, her white blood 

cells would signal trouble by proliferating into a 

fluid that would swell her lower belly taut to a grim 

approximation of pregnancy.

I am the sixth of seven children. the photo does 

not reveal the other five, or the seventh who came 

after me; she could be a new mother holding her first 

child. a white gutter pipe running down the cool 

yellow wall of my grandmother’s patio bisects the 

space, and my mother and I are lit from behind by 

the creamy haze of california afternoon sun com-

ing through a neighbor’s tree. her arms hold me in 

a strong unbroken circle: more than parentheses, a 

total enclosure. she looks squarely into the camera. 

there is nothing she appears to be waiting for.

the openness of her smile and the unshaken 

security on my face place this picture several years 

before cancer, and its cure, diminished to a bony 

expanse the breast that rises, covered in quotes, 

under my small palm. her uncomplicated smile, the 

absence of caution, is that of a woman who has not 

yet had to rehearse leaving her children. My palm 

rests with ease on the swell of her breast; I have not 

yet felt the looming sense of danger I would later 

feel, looking up from the lawn under her hospital 

window and waving to her five flights up, because 

children were not allowed inside. I did not yet know 

the word loom. 

I imagine my mother selecting this dress from 

among the others on the rack, the quotation marks 

exercising their inexorable appeal for her. she was 

a talker; she was talk. at family meals, her fork 

remained poised midair when everyone else had 

finished eating, because she had been telling a story 

the whole time and hadn’t yet taken a bite. at fif-

teen, she was her high school valedictorian, with a 

“flair” for writing that earned her a scholarship she 

was unable to accept because her mother thought 

she was too young to go to college. later, her facil-

ity with language came in handy in late-night sessions 

helping my father write papers for “war college,” 

and drafting office correspondence for him. she 

also edited The Chatterbox, a magazine for air 

force officers’ wives. each month she wrote a poem 

for the issue, appearing under the heading “Marion’s 

Musings.” she included the following poem in the 

March 1963 issue:

…But, Mommy…I did Say “Please”…

With hands outstretched and eyes aglow…

She toddled across the verdant meadow…

“For me… For me!!”—her high-pitched squeal…

“Mommy, for me, please” … her frantic appeal!!

Chubby little fingers grasping toward the sky

Thrusting outward and upward, beckoning high

Trying to trap that slippery Moon

So near, but ever lofting away too soon…

I lifted her higher, and so fervently she tried

That suddenly… suddenly my whole being cried…

“Geni, dear, if I were but able…

I’d serve the moon and stars, too, at your table!!”

Yet, deep in my heart, I knew full well

there’ll be many a “moon” just out of her reach.

Oh, what a mother would give… if only to find

A way, this, painlessly, a loved child, to teach…

But for now, my sweet, keep your dancing eyes eager

And chase your elusive bright moon

Dream on, little mite…the World’s just begun…

When you’re only a “wee girl”…of…“quarter past one!!”

My mother, the moon, and me: we are all in quotes 

in this poem. all at one layer of remove. wearing her 

dress of quotation marks, she is able to make physical 

her notion of “herself” in quotes. If her body is text, 

if she is text, what was she drawing our attention to, 

with these quotation marks on her dress? herself? 

herself as body, as generator of bodies? her body 

became her primary means of expression. what was 

she quoting? Quotation marks attempt to contain 

what someone has said when exactness is sought. 

they signal a fidelity to the original, rather than a 
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distillation of ideas. Pay attention, there’s someone 

talking here, they tell the reader. 

I love the earnest authority of the quotation 

mark, the conviction that by repeating some-

thing word for word, text without context, that the 

reporter can get it right, capture exactly what was 

said, as if what is being quoted is actually nailing 

down some slippery bit of meaning. In argumen-

tative writing, college freshmen are urged to use 

quotes sparingly, with paraphrase showing a more 

thorough synthesis of the material. Professors urge 

students to save quotes for texts so tied to their pri-

mary source that they cannot be transmuted.

w h at  h av e  I  B o r r ow e d  from this refer-

ence material, from the texts of my mother? My 

own body is a paraphrase of hers and my father’s, 

though I do find phrases lifted verbatim from her: 

my nose bridge, a gesture, an intonational contour, 

the shape of my mouth. all through her illnesses—

breast cancer, ovarian cancer, and leukemia—I 

could feel my own body’s defenses mobilize to pro-

tect my own breasts, my own ovaries, my blood. 

looking at her medical charts, I feel the alarm 

rise again in my own body. I reflexively insert my 

anatomy into them. If it is possible to study some-

thing without looking at it, this is what I want to do 

with these documents, assuring myself, that was her 

body. I look for clues of difference: “Menarche age 

14.” I reason that I didn’t start my period until I was 

sixteen, so shouldn’t that mark a genetic distinc-

tion? I’m trying to build a genetic fence, but I’m on 

the wrong side of it. still, I look for a crack—what 

does that word, “predisposition,” really mean? can 

I slip through my own dna? Maybe I can cultivate 

a life that does not engage that predisposition. 

reading her records, the rosters of procedures, 

I feel convinced that if she could have taken one 

good breath, she could have come through it. 

what is a good breath? one you believe you 

deserve to breathe.

In the years after she died, I looked for her in 

my hands, waited for her apparition in me. when 

you are trying to manufacture a presence, here are 

some of the tools available to you: the dream, the 

coincidence, the likeness, the familiar object, and 

something that will mutate and loop out, scouting 

the perimeter of your understanding: grace. I accli-

mated myself to the absence of her body, learning 

not to rely on the convenience of her voice, finding 

her instead in gesture, a transitory uncanny like-

ness in a friend, even imposing my model of her 

onto my dog’s unflagging presence.

at her funeral, I read a poem I wrote in the days 

following her death. hardly anyone has compared 

me physically to my mother, yet on that day, in the 

church lobby, this was the consensus: Neni, I never 

noticed how much you look like your mother! I could 

feel the likeness they were seeing, my skin with her 

light behind it, my lips her shade of red. I held onto 

this confusion for whatever derelict consolation it 

afforded me, and those around me.

the last time I sat next to my mother was on 

the night she died, in the hospital room where the 

faculties of her body closed down slowly, a sentence 

trailing off into a long pause. even as it was fail-

ing, maybe especially then, her body seemed to be 

all I needed to have read to know my own. Going 

I’m trying to build a genetic fence, but I’m on the 

wrong side of it. Still, I look for a crack—what 

does that word, “predisposition,” really mean?
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back now into that room where she died, I would 

still be curious, as I was then, about the details of 

her body. I’d wait to catch sight again of the velvet 

density of the blood-thick urine that barely met the 

first line of measurement in the triangular recep-

tacle that funneled it into the catheter bag, signal-

ing the shutdown of her kidneys. I’d listen in again 

on the conversations of the staff for the specifics 

of dosages: in what increments did the nurse on 

duty ratchet up the morphine as her discomfort 

escalated. My own discomfort spiked as the dose 

increased: Were we killing her?

I’d want to track more closely the progression 

from talk to pure breath. when did her breath start 

serving purely for sustenance; when did she stop 

loading her breaths with language? what was the 

exact progression of her breaths toward the last 

exhalation —the precise span of spaces expanding —

of her lungs’ gradual collapse. I want to impose a 

gorgeous mathematical precision onto those last, 

racking cheyne-stokes breaths. how many sec-

onds spanned the space before the last one? did the 

breaths spiral with even bands, or, graphed, would 

they swell and narrow? I want to see them charted, 

confident in the ruled comfort of quadrille. does 

the spiraling down of breath follow a fibonacci 

sequence? could I map my mother’s last breaths 

onto the seeds of a sunflower, onto the ripples in 

a tidal pool, or the germination of trees in a forest? 

In the days and weeks before that night, I wanted 

her to breathe deeply. In that mint-green room, 

where the windows only opened out along the 

floor line, and only for grave emergencies, I mas-

saged her back and coaxed her to breathe deeply, 

to bathe her red blood cells with oxygen. I wanted 

to feel her breath expand her abdomen, in full bel-

lows breaths, but her inhalations stayed shallow. I 

wondered, as she sat up on that bed, exaggerating 

her breath by making it louder, or quicker, but still 

achieving no depth, if this was not only because 

leukemia had shortened her breaths. 

Maybe an unborrowed breath had never felt 

available for her. Maintaining a perpetual alert, 

waiting for my father to come back from a flight, 

or responding to what any of seven children would 

need of her at any moment, could she afford a full 

breath? spreading my fingers—improbably long 

fingers, as were hers—against the cool skin of her 

back, I wanted her to feel that this was her body, 

not ours. 

a f t e r  s h e  d I e d,  dreams quickly taught me 

to read past her body, coaxed me beyond the easy 

text of flesh. whether these dreams are actual vis-

its or my own mind fabricating something I need 

doesn’t matter to me at the time. I find either prop-

osition to be of great comfort: that my own mind 

can come up with these scenarios might even be 

more of a comfort—that we have articulate mecha-

nisms that tailor what feels like a reality so we can 

feel it for a while, and somehow it helps us. 

In one such dream, I’m in a therapist’s office. 

the therapist draws a diagram making a case that 

I really did come out well from the breakup of a 

relationship that began in the year after my mother 

died and had just come to an end. the diagram 

turns out to be a game of hangman, with the spaces 

still left blank. I really want to play the game, rel-

ishing the moment when, with the revelation of 

one more letter, a word diverges from what it looks 

like it could be and shifts into another. when what 

looks like fusion becomes desire (the moment you 

realize you are not your mother). 

there’s a knock on the door. Before the thera-

pist or I can answer, the door opens. light pours 

in around the form of my mother in the frame, the 

negative space, the precise shape of her absence. 

from across the room, she looks radiant; her 

skin glows white, pearly. as I approach her, I hear 

a car idling and glance out onto the parking lot 

where I see a white volvo running, and I’m think-

ing “nice touch” now that she no longer needs the 

legendary protection a volvo offers. a little inside 

joke among the immaterial, pointing up the dreary 

corporeal concerns of the living, our quaint con-

cessions to our safety. 

as I get closer, I can see that her skin is dark 

and has dried blood or stitching, quick haphaz-

ard sutures, as if she’d been put back together in 

haste and with no concern for artifice. the shab-

biness almost seems practiced, as if to underline 

that this proxy body was slapped together just so 

I could recognize her, approximating what could 

be summed up in a pronoun, so I’d buy this ringer 

as her. I see through the infelicitous craftwork, 

through the ghoulish metapresence, to a perfect 

vision of her warmth and love I do not know how 

to receive. Hello, she says. 

as I reach my arm around her waist, I am unsure 

whether I will actually be able to feel her or if my 

arm will pass right through her. who is she if her 
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body, the body that gave rise to mine, is not some-

how endangered? not prodded, not intubated—

not horizontal—and yet to say she is now vertical 

isn’t right either. I lean into her. she is both there 

and not there. what do you say to your mother’s 

ghost? It’s so nice to be here with you, I tell her. 

I’m waiting for some similar sentiment, but 

instead she says, I’ve been crying about you for the 

last two or three years. I can’t help but notice the 

odd vagueness of “two or three.” her lack of speci-

ficity underlines the differences in our realms of 

existence. time and space are now so fluid for her, 

but still solid for me. 

In the kind of grace only the dead can deliver so 

convincingly, I feel both shocked and relieved by 

her statement. something in it provokes a habitual 

guilt. Oh no, I made my mother cry again. What was 

it this time? But what stays with me more clearly is 

a sense of permission in her statement. that I am 

convinced of something she never wanted me to 

believe. that I’m servicing a burden she could see 

was no longer worth carrying. she had become the 

correspondent I had hoped she would.

when she was close to dying, I was intrigued 

by the possibility that she was about to enter into 

unknown territory. I would have someone in the 

field. she would be embedded. I proposed to her 

that we arrive at some sort of secret code through 

which she could communicate to me that she was 

with me after she died. I learned later from my 

brother, a magician, that houdini and his wife had 

made such a pact, and had agreed on the word 

believe. 

I proposed to my mother that we come up with 

a sentence that she would “throw” into the mouth 

of the child I imagined I might have someday, a 

kind of otherworldly ventriloquism. I relished the 

idea that one morning as I pulled socks onto that 

future child’s feet, her small toes quotes of mine, 

that she might utter some unlikely sequence of 

words and I would have incontrovertible truth that 

my mother was still with me. 

My mother, vested with the authority of the 

nearly dead, proposed something far more elegant. 

she said, “If you want to feel my presence, just 

let yourself be really quiet.” sitting at the side of 

her bed, my legs gathered close to me on a metal 

desk chair, in the hospital where I had been born 

twenty-eight years earlier, I registered her words. I 

felt the noise rise in me.

If she was going to show up in quiet, I wanted 

both nothing more and no part of it. I filled my 

life with static; I resisted sitting still or calming 

down for fear that I would actually encounter her. 

sometimes I would catch myself in a moment of 

quiet, perhaps in the middle of the night, sitting in 

moonlight on the staircase waiting for my dog to 

come inside, and I would busy myself with some-

thing quickly, start reading a seed catalog. I wasn’t 

ready for confirmation, either of her presence or 

her absence. the fear of the unknown felt indis-

tinguishable from an intense curiosity to push past 

that mystery.

It wasn’t until nine years later—after a stretch 

of grief that unspooled with the rawness it might 

have had if I could have felt it when she “first” 

died—that I could allow the chattering to stop long 

enough to be fully receptive to her silence. to just 

plain silence. long enough to take in a full breath 

and not feel I was diverting it from her. My own 

quiet meant I had to be ready to hear, as the only 

exception to total silence, the deep and even rising 

and falling of my own breathing. 

I had to be ready for nothing. steve, my ex-

partner was gone. I lived at the end of a dirt road. 

alone except for my dog Jingo, a greyhound, her 

barrel chest rising, paws draped off the cushion, 

her long exhalations slowing my own, I felt ready to 

do what my mother had stunned me by suggesting 

nine years earlier. to just listen, without interven-

ing. the windows opened out into the relief of a 

summer night. I sat in the curve of the couch. the 

moon stretched shadows across Jingo’s back, onto 

the floor. I had nowhere to be. and I could hear it: 

I could hear my breath. ♦

”
The windows opened out into the relief of 

a summer night. I had nowhere to be. And 

I could hear it: I could hear my breath.


